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Australasia

Australian and ew Zealand climbers climbing in England or Europe are
constantly being asked questions of what the climbing is like in their respective
countries. Recent articles in Mountain magazine on the Caroline face of
Mount Cook, Buffalo Gorge in Victoria and the Totem Pole in Tasmania,
plus snippets of information in various Alpine Journals seem about all that has
filtered through to the orthern Hemisphere.

This article should fill in some of the gaps, and in particular will look at the
rapid development that has taken place in Australasian climbing during the
past three years.

Australia
There are twenty-five clubs throughout Australia that cater for rock-climbers,
ranging from the very small to the 60o-strong Melbourne University Moun
taineering Club. As Australia has no Alps in the true sense, the Australian
Section of the New Zealand Alpine Club was formed to foster Australian
mountaineers' interest in the New Zealand Alps, and each year about 150
climbers cross the Tasman Sea to spend the Christmas season in the Mount
Cook and adjacent areas.

Australia's high country, the Snowy Mountains, is an enormous range of
rolling hills lying on the New South Wales-Victoria border, culminating in
Australia's highest point, Mount Kosciusko 2230 m. Some of the gullies
provide excellent ice-climbing, but relatively little has been done in this line;
as yet, ski touring on langlaufs is by far the most popular pastime for week or
week-end trips from Sydney or Melbourne.

N.Z.A.C. instruction courses are run every winter at Watson's Crags or
Mount Feathertop to prepare novices for the New Zealand Alps. Many
Australians have still never seen snow, yet they have more skiable snow than
in the whole of Switzerland and only 350 miles from Sydney.

A good winter in Tasmania can provide Australia's best gully ice, as many of
the excellent rock peaks rise 2000 ft from the screes, resulting in conditions
similar to the Scottish ice-gullies. Tasmania's peaks are a fraction too low
(900-15°0 m) to get good snow conditions regularly, so very little hard
climbing has been done in winter yet, though undoubtedly its day will come.

The remoteness and ruggedness of much of Tasmania's highlands does not
inspire many climbers to carry heavy snow and ice gear into the wilder areas.
Only recently a party of six from Sydney University Mountaineering Club
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and Sydney Bushwalking Club led by Joe Friend, made the second winter
traverse of the remote Western Arthur Range in south-west Tasmania,
taking three weeks in all. Theirs was the first traverse done under true winter
conditions, and many of their air drops were very difficult to find in the
fresh snow.

The popularity of rock climbing throughout Australia has increased dramatic
ally over the last three years, and undoubtedly this upsurge in interest is only
just getting under way. Now that modern gear is more freely available, the
development of the older, more established, cliffs is nearing completion, with
the harder free and aid routes falling very rapidly, and the opening up of new
areas has become very popular, especially in Victoria. Australia has so much
climbable rock that only premier areas have received anything like full atten
tion. In the Blue Mountains, about seventy miles west of Sydney, there are
hundreds of miles of sandstone cliffs, ranging from zoo to 900 ft high, that have
not even been looked at yet, let alone climbed on.

Victorian climbers seem the most energetic, and have developed dozens of
new areas in the last three years, bringing ~ut excellent guide-books to areas
like the Grampians, ArapiIes and Buffalo Gorge. Tasmania, of all the States,
has the greatest climbing potential, with numerous 5oo-zooo ft dolerite
faces, and miles of sea-cliffs and sea-stacks still virgin. Tasmanian climbers
find new cliffs or put up new routes every week-end. They have far more than
they can handle.

For many years Australian rock-climbing has been dominated by a handful
of climbers, namely John Ewbank, Bryden Alien, Chris Dewhirst, Peter
Jackson, Chris Baxter and John Worrall. These were putting up virtually all
the hard new routes only a few years ago. Even today with many new hard
men on the scene the harder routes put up by these six have still not had second
ascents.

The biggest single influence on the development of Australian climbing in
recent years has unquestionably been John Ewbank, who initiated the grading
system used throughout most of Australia-for free climbing grade I to infinity
(present hardest is ZI) and for mechanical climbing, M 1 to infinity (present
hardest is M 7) (for comparison, Cenotaph Corner is approximately 17). The
system works extremely well and is much less confusing than most overseas
grading systems.

Ball's Pyramid, a 56z-m sea-stack 400 miles North-east of Sydney, received its
second ascent in February 1969 by the original South-east ridge. All the
fourteen climbers from Sydney, Brisbane and New Zealand reached the top
and an hour-long colour movie was made of the trip for television by the
leaders, John Davis and Gary Steer.

The third ascent of this mighty stack took place in March 1970, when a
Sydney Rock Climbing Club expedition took eight days to push their way up
the virgin North-west ridge.
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A small team led by John Worrall (who was on the last two ascents of the
Pyramid) returned in March 1971 and attempted the horrific East face, failing
only 400 ft from the summit ridge. The problems of hauling food, gear and
fresh water are enormous, especially on the face as landing sites and ledges are
rare on the Pyramid. This, combined with the ferocity of Pacific Ocean storms,
makes a trip to Ball's Pyramid an expedition in every sense of the word. A
South Australian team is planning to leave in November 1971 to try the East
face once again.

A new expert has emerged from the heat and dust of Queensland-Rick
White. Rick has started a mail-order service for rock gear (Odin equipment)
in Brisbane, and at last provides Australian climbers with the best in world
equipment. He has specialised in crack climbing and has found and developed
Queensland's best cliff (to date), Frog Buttress, to an incredibly high degree.
His latest route, The Conquistador (21 and M 2) ranks with Ewbank's lanicepts
at Wirindi, N.S.W., as the hardest free route in Australia. White has also put
up some fierce aid routes including his latest two-day effort, The Anti-Christ
(18 and M 7), a 5oo-ft route up the East face of Mount Maroon, Queensland.

New South Wales seems to be going through a lull at present with the temporary
retirement from the climbing scene of John Ewbank. The last three years,
though, have seen Ewbank finish off the last of the big routes in the Dogface
Echo Point area near Katoomba in the Blue Mountains. Routes like Crack of
Doom (19), Menluff (19), both 25o-ft crack climbs done with lan Paterson,
and Colossus, 500 ft. (M6), the hardest, most spectacular and sustained route
on the Dogface Main Wall done with P. Giles. This climb was covered by
A.B.C. television cameras for two days.

Booroomba Rocks near Canberra have become popular during the last two
years, with the 5oo-ft main granite buttress providing such classics as Equilib
rium (18), Outer Limit (19) and Fiasco (18). The South Buttress is smaller,
but with the magnificent Integral Crack (19) there to tempt the experts it will
be popular for many years to come.

The second National climbing meet was held at Booroomba in May 1971,
the high-lights being the second ascent of the 15oo-ft girdle traverse of the
North Buttress by Rick White and lan Paterson, and lan Paterson's fifth
ascent of Integral Crack.

Ozymandias flashed Buffalo Gorge, Victoria, into the limelight, and now
suddenly everyone is talking and asking about this granite area, over which the
leading Victorian climbers have become highly enthusiastic.

Buffalo is not a cliff but rather a smorgasbord of them. Within a 5-mile radius
the plateau has about ten cliffs up to 950 ft high which have been climbed on,
and there is the possibility of others that have not. The rock is coarse-grained
grey granite, and as an area for sustained and high-quality mechanical climbing,
Buffalo is unequalled in Australia.



85 Dog/ace. Photo; G. Steer
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In October 1969, C. Baxter and C. Dewhirst made the best route so far in the
area, Ozymandias, 950 ft (14 and M 6). Another North wall route, Tyrant,
650 ft (Ms) by C. Baxter and K. Lockwood followed soon afterwards, then
the Iooo-ft Buttress on the South side 'where Angels fear to tread' went
almost completely free to K. Lockwood, C. Baxter and G. Gledhill at 17 and
M 2 . There have been too many high-class aid routes made in the last three
years at Buffalo to mention them all, but at the time of writing, Ozymandias
has only received two repeat ascents, both by the Gledhill brothers. They were
caught during the second ascent by an early snow-fall which turned the climb
into an epic.

With the possible exception of the Warrumbungles in north-west N.S.W.,
the three premier faces in Australia are found in Tasmania. To the Australian
climber the names of the North-west face of Federation, the East face of
Mount Geryon and the South-east face of Frenchman's Cap stand alone
when thoughts turn to our biggest and most majestic cliffs-all three exceed
1000 ft in vertical height. The East face of Frenchman's Cap, a huge, white
quartzite spire, is still virgin, even though John Ewbank attempted it some
time ago. Competition for this, one of our remaining 'problems', is running
high and should produce some interesting developments this summer.

Unethical bolt placements on many routes throughout Australia have been the
reason for a major controversy amongst our climbers for some years now;
however, the battle has been won, and indiscriminate bolting has ceased.
Most offending bolts have been removed and two bolt routes put up many
years ago beside two perfect crack systems have also been completely wiped
out now that the cracks have been climbed properly.

Thrutch magazine originated seven years ago as the newsletter of the Sydney
Rock Climbing Club, but is now an independent publication edited by Andrew
Pavey and Colin Monteath. It has developed from a roneGed newsletter to a
complete offset publication with up to a dozen photographs per issue, and now
covers climbing throughout every state of Australia, New Guinea and New
Zealand. 'The House of Thrutch' has also been responsible for printing
several guide-books in the Sydney area.

Relatively few Australian climbers have tackled the harder ice roJtes in New
Zealand, as most have been content with the unbeatable weather here in
Australia, preferring to spend one hundred per cent of their time on rock
or in the surf to battling with New Zealand storms and poor rock in order to
gain the joys of hard ice-climbing. This approach has shown signs of dramatic
change in the last few seasons as more Australians become increasingly
aware of the mountain world around them.
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New Zealand

The 1969-70 season in the Mount Cook area was rather ordinary, with few
outstanding routes being climbed or even attempted. Attitudes towards the
tougher routes were showing signs of change though, especially by the younger
climbers.

December 1969 saw four of them attempt the mighty 7ooo-ft Caroline face of
Mount Cook. G. Harris, P. Gough, J. Glasgow and D. White reached the
halfway point on the face (which was also the highest point reached by the
previous attempt by climbers like P. Farrell, L. Crawford and D. Cowie)
before being engulfed in a violent north-westerly storm. They retreated in
atrocious conditions across a large shelf on the face and eventually made their
way down the Ball glacier.

The race was also on for the prize South face of Hicks likened by many to the
North face of the Grandes Jorasses. Three separate parties attempted this
2000-ft mixed route; however, they made little impression on it.

The third ascent of the Bowie Ridge of Mount Cook went to D. Nicholls and
J. Barry from the Royal Marines based at Singapore. (A.J. 75 204.)

Many fine new routes were done in the Darrans area of Southland (likened to
the Bregaglia Alps), including a new face route on Marion by M. Jones and
J. Fantini. Like Jones, Fantini (an Australian Section N.Z.A.C. member)
had just returned from a successful season in Europe, completing routes like
the Walker Spur, Magnone route on the West face of the Dru, the Cassin
route on the North face of Piz Badile and the Brandler-Hasse on the Cima
Grande.

Instruction courses run by Alpine Guides Ltd are becoming increasingly
popular and are well patronised by Australian climbers during the summer
season at Mount Cook.

The 1970-1 season commenced with a bang when the Caroline face of Mount
Cook was climbed twice early in November during a period of really settled
weather. The first ascent fell to J. Glasgow and P. Gough, with G. Dingle and
G. Harris following only days later, having just missed being with the first
party.

All barriers were down and the greatest spate of hard climbing ever seen in
the Mount Cook area began.

G. Harris and K. Nannery made the first ascent of the massive Whymper
face of Elie de Beaumont also early in November. Then followed the third,
fourth and fifth ascents of the East face of Tasman, New Zealand's second
highest peak, the third ascent going to K. Mc!vor from Dunedin and
F. Ruhdorfer from Austria, the fourth to J. Visser and R. Rainsbury, and the fifth
to a party of ten on an Alpine Guides Advanced Course.
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6 Approachillu Ihe 511111I11;1 of NJou1I1 Cook 011 a Gralld Traverse. Photo: H. Bevan

l\1any Grand Traverses of the l~-mile summit ridge of Mount Cook were
completed during the season, including the first by an all-woman party,
M. Clark and J. Tremain.

J. Yis er and R. Rainsbury completed the second a cent of the outh face of
Douglas (1'ltrutch, i\Tay/June 1971) in only even hours. This is one of the most
serious ice-climbs in the country and involve extended bouts of 70-80°
ice, with many hanging belays.

B. Denz and . Frazer made a lightning traverse of Mount Tasman from
Pioneer to Plateau huts in only fourteen hours. The West face of Haidinger
(one of the best rock routes in the :\Iount Cook-\\ e tland Park sy tem)
received three ascents during the eason including one by B. Harkness, the
first girl to climb the face.

December ended with i\1. Jones and G. Dingle making the first ascent of the
South face of Hicks, the second ascent going days later to G. Harris and
K. Nannery, who succeeded in filming some of the route.

Another 'last problem', the Ea t face of Tount efton direct (Ai 76 [99])
fell to J. Stanton, R. Gooder and i\I. Jones, and the econd ascent went to
L. Cra" ford, D. Cowie and B. Hearfield in mid-January. 'Limbo' Thomp on
and D. trong completed the second ascent of the icy East face of Haidinger
on Jew Year's Day.
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J. Strang and P. Coradine (later to go on the Commonwealth 1971 Andean
expedition) warmed up by doing the second ascent of the 4ooo-ft Sheila rock
face on Mount Cook in a single day, and followed this by a lightning ascent of
the East face of Mount Cook. The pair then set off on a mighty traverse from
Mount Tasman to Nazom, which involved the first north-south traverse of
Mount Cook.

Not to be outdone, Tony Lewis and M. Doerflinger (who did the second
ascent of the Japanese direttissima on the North face of the Eiger) traversed
from Turner Peak over Cook and Tasman, continuing for about seven days
over Haast, Haidinger and Douglas, finally ending at Glacier Peak.

So perfect was the weather, that a helicopter carrying a film team landed on the
summit of Mount Cook to record Sir Edmund Hillary and M. Gill reaching
the top.

C. Frazer and R. Gooder rounded up the season by completing the third
ascents of the South face of Hicks and the Sheila face of Cook.

This fever for new routes has continued on into the 1971 winter, with Mount
Tasman being climbed for the first time in winter by a party of six led by
K. McIvor. The East face of Sefton was climbed in a week-end by the Sissons
brothers and an attempt was made solo to Grand Traverse Mount Cook
by K. Nannery. He was eventually forced to retreat in a storm. Cook, to my
knowledge, has only been climbed twice in winter, and has certainly never
been Grand Traversed. A fierce new route was also put up by B. Denz and
C. Frazer on the South face of Douglas, thus bringing to a close one of the most
concentrated bursts of activity seen yet in New Zealand.

Undoubtedly the 1971-2 season will be hotter still, and the race will be on for
the incredible virgin Balfour face of Mount Tasman.
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